PATIENT INFORMATION
FACT CARD

Bone Scan
Purpose
Your doctor has requested that you have a bone scan. In this hospital, it is usually done to see if cancer has spread
to the bones. It can also be done to check the effects of treatment or for other reasons, such as to see if there is an
infection in the bone, arthritis, or signs of old fractures, etc.

General information
The test is done in Nuclear Medicine in the Department of Radiology. You will be injected with a substance called
a radioisotope. It contains a low level of a radioactive material. Over the next two to three hours, the radioisotope
will highlight your bones. A gamma camera will then be used to take pictures of your body. Drink at least 2 glasses
of water between the time when you get the injection of the radioisotope and have the pictures.
The amount of radiation in the radioisotope is small. It will not harm you. The bone scan itself is painless. Lying
on the scan table for 30 minutes or keeping your arms over your head for five minutes can be uncomfortable. If
you think this will be painful, take pain medicine about one hour before the scanning portion of the test. If you
have any questions or concerns about the bone scan, discuss them with your doctor or nurse.

Patients’ Words
Some patients have described the bone scan procedure as:
• Quite harmless
• You can lay down. Sleep. Listen to a few instructions.
• It is very simple and noninvasive, except for the injection, which you really don’t feel much.

Preparation
• No special preparation is required for this test.
• You will not need to change into a hospital gown.
• Drink at least two 12-ounce glasses of fluid after the injection. Urinate frequently.

Procedure
1. The procedure takes about five hours. It is done in two parts with a waiting period in the middle.
2. If you are coming from outside the hospital, enter through the Enid A. Haupt Pavilion at 425 East 67th Street.
Take an elevator in the “A” elevator bank to the second floor. Turn left when you exit the elevator and follow
the signs to Nuclear Medicine, room H-213. If you enter through 1250 First Avenue, turn left and walk up one
flight of stairs to room S-200. If you are hospitalized, an escort will take you to Nuclear Medicine.
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3. A nurse or doctor will review your history and then inject the radioisotope into a vein.
4. If you are an inpatient, you will be taken back to your room. If you are not hospitalized, you may do whatever
you would like during the waiting period. You may eat and drink, have other tests, or even leave the hospital to
do some shopping.
5. Drink extra fluids after the radioisotope injection. This will make it easier to empty your bladder before returning to the scan area. Your bladder must be empty so that it will not cover your bones in that area. Take any
medicine to ease the discomfort of lying on the hard table one hour before the scan.
6. After about three hours, you will return to Nuclear Medicine. Tell the receptionist that you have come back for
the second part of the bone scan.
7. A technologist will assist you on the scanner table. You will lie flat on your back for 30-45 minutes. Please tell
the technologist if you have pain in a specific area.
8. The gamma camera will move slowly over your body from head to toe. It will be close to you, but it will not
touch you. There is some noise when the technologist positions the scanner, but you will not feel anything.
9. After the scan is finished, you will be asked to return to the waiting area until your scan is processed. The technician will tell you when you can leave.
Additional views are sometimes recorded at the end of the whole body scan for more detail on specific parts of the
body. Do not be concerned if you require these. They give more information when the doctor reads the scan.

After the Test
You may resume your normal activities as soon as your scan is finished. Any radioactivity is gone from your body
within 24 hours. There are no precautions. You can be near anyone, including children.
Doctor ____________________________________________________
Telephone__________________________________________________
Nurse _____________________________________________________
Telephone__________________________________________________
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